
providing library items to homebound residents of Lincoln/Lancaster County

HOM - HOME OUTREACH BY MAIL



Patron returns items  
to the library

HOM Services staff checks
in returned items and

mails bag with new items.

Patron receives items.

How does it work? HOM services sends out items . . .

Patron requests items . . .



Who can receive HOM Services?

To be qualified, the patron needs to attest that
they are unable to visit the library in person due

to a temporary or permanent disability.

The patron needs to be a resident of Lincoln or
Lancaster County.
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Rules:

While utilizing HOM Services, HOM Patrons may
not come in to the library to check out items.

The maximum limit checked out to a HOM patron is 5
items, or what will fit in a single blue bag.
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Items need to be returned in the blue bag by mail.

Items will be checked out for three weeks at a time,
including DVDs. Items can be renewed up to 4 times.



If that happens, please
place the whole bag in

delivery 

and HOM services staff
will take care of it when it

arrives.

Occasionally, patrons
will return bags to a
branch, rather than
sending by mail.  



Do you know someone who would benefit from HOM services? 

Invite them to download and fill out the form on our website,
 

or call 402-441-8537 and leave a message,
or email lclhome@lincoln.ne.gov

Staff in HOM services will mail the form to them, 
if they are unable to download themselves.



Application Form



We have 101 active HOM patrons; 

Most patrons request 5 items at a time 
and return their bags monthly.

We’ve packed as many as twenty bags in
one day, but most days we handle 8-10. 



In the past, HOM services staff
would choose most of the books

received by patrons.

Now, we are empowering patrons
to make their own choices.



To make that easier, 
we sometimes send out fliers.

Patrons will circle desired
items and send the flier back

in their returning blue bag.



Some patrons will send a
note in their blue bags with

requests for their new items.

Some patrons will call to talk
to staff about what they

want next.

HOM staff will place holds on
the items for them.



If a HOM patron calls  
wanting to select some new items, 

YOU can ask them for titles and authors,  
and place holds on their account.  

and that’s where you can help:

The only tricky part is making sure you choose EXT 
as the pick up location.



You can find a lot of information 
by looking at their account:



All HOM patrons will have (HOM) in their name.

You can search by just the first name and HOM, 
or the last name and HOM.

2304500XXXXXXX
Name, Patron (HOM)

2304500XXXXXXX
Name, Patron (HOM)

2304500XXXXXXX



Look at their account-- if they have items checked out, 
that means their blue bag has not been checked in yet.

This is a good time to place holds!
It will give us time to gather their items 

while their bag travels back to the library.



Items with a pickup by date are ready to be sent in the patron’s next bag.



Items with a pickup by date are ready to be sent in the patron’s next bag.

NOTE:  Pickup location for HOM items is EXT. 



Unsuspended items are being gathered in Outreach for patron.



Suspended items have been chosen by staff or patron.

They form a pool of items that can be accessed quickly to fill requests.



Each morning the mail delivers a stack of
blue bags.  Outreach staff empties the bags

and then packs items to send out.

Mail goes out at 11, so some days we really
need to hustle to get everything ready to go!



Patrons sometimes call to ask where their bag is.  It
could be that the bag is just delayed in the mail, or

their choices are in long hold queues.
If they have sent a list of items that needs to be

researched, this also can hold up their bag’s return.



We try to return the bag as quickly as possible.

With your help, we can supply the items they want!
Receiving HOM service bags really makes a

difference to someone who can’t get out to retrieve
library materials. 



Thank you for your part in 
providing access to library materials

to our homebound patrons.

Together we make a difference!


